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Closely sieved (a.k.a. calibrated) material, i.e. material obtained as retained between two screens, is 
commonly sampled.  One example is some iron ores, when drill-hole samples are screened at multiple 
sizes and the size fractions are sampled in an attempt at predicting iron ore products that could be 
generated. Another, growing example is the heterogeneity testing method in which instead of crush-
ing parts of a lot at different sizes to generate experimental series of samples, a single coarse crush-
ing is used, then size fractions are obtained by screening and experimental series are generated from 
each one.  Questions automatically then arise: How do we control the sampling variance when sam-
pling calibrated material? And how can we use calibrated material in heterogeneity testing? Under 
deeper examination, the issue amounts to finding a model for the liberation factor of the calibrated 
material. A method was used to find a reasonable form for that model, to be customised, as in the 
general case of unsieved, crushed material, using heterogeneity testing. 

Introduction 
In the case of uncalibrated material, Gy established a numerical model (formula) to control the relative variance of the fun-
damental sampling error, as follows: 

Rel.Var. = c fgd953 (1/MS - 1/ML)         (1) 

in which the term fgd953 intends to represent the mass-weighted average fragment volume in the lot. It includes the cho-
sen, nominal, 95% passing size d95, a shape factor f that transforms the cube of that size into a volume, and the granulo-
metric factor g, which pretends to transform the nominal volume fd953  into that mass-weighted average volume. 

For calibrated material, i.e. sieved between two screens of sizes d-min and d-max (coined 'closely sieved material' by 
Gy to reflect the use of two successive screenings), he went further:  he demonstrated (quite rigorously) an alternative 
granulometric factor g'(r) as a function of the ratio r=d-max/d-min 1, to be substituted to constant g in formula (1) in such a 
case, applying it to d-max3 instead of d953.  This nicely solved the problem of the term fgd953 in (1) but not the entire formu-
la.  Indeed, for that material, (1) would now write: 

Rel.Var. = c' fg'd-max3 (1/MS - 1/ML)          (2) 

as the liberation factor ' clearly differs from that of the uncalibrated material of origin.  To understand this, suffice it to think 
of two lots of the same material, crushed to two different coarse sizes, then both subjected to the same [d-min, d-max] pair 
of screens.  This results in the same calibrated material in both cases, with the same liberation factor, although the two 
lots of origin indeed had different liberation factors following crushing. 

It is important to realise that the ‘volume’ term, fgd953 in (1) or fg'd-max3 in (2), address an issue that is independent from 
that of the liberation degree. 

As a result, two questions arise:  
 How do we control the sampling variance when sampling calibrated material? 

 How can we use calibrated material in heterogeneity testing? 
Both amount to the problem of finding a reasonable and inferable model for '. 

Heterogeneity testing 
Recent developments have demonstrated that the method of the sieves was very effective for heterogeneity testing and is 
now slowly replacing the other method ('sample tree').  To implement it in practice, a lot of very coarsely crushed material 
is sieved into a number of size fractions and each size fractions is split (usually with a riffle splitter) to generate a series of 
samples.  The primary sampling relative variance in each series, divided by cfg'(1/MS - 1/ML) is then equated to [' d-max3] 

in equation (2) to calibrate a model for '.  

In the case of uncalibrated material, by comparison, the modified variance is equated to d953 and a model is used for , 

e.g. =(d/d95)3-alpha, so that the quantity to calibrate in d and alpha really is:  

(d/d95)3-alpha d953         (3) 

This expression, when plotted on a log-log scale for nominal sizes d95 at or above d gives a straight line of slope alpha 

and intercept log(d3-alpha). 
In the heterogeneity test using sieves, one is often lead to mixing sample series taken from calibrated material and 
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sample series from uncalibrated material (usually the finest series, consisting of the under-size of the smallest screen, as 
well as a series of pulverized material).  Since the test consists in the calibration of the parameters influencing the libera-
tion factor, those two types of series - which are deemed to correspond to different liberation factor models - cannot be 
posted on the same calibration graph without some proper modifications to account for it formally. These modifications 
would, at the same time, automatically suggest the form of a reasonable model for the liberation factor ' of closely sieved 
material. 

Model of liberation factor for calibrated material 
On the calibration log-log graph (i.e. modified relative variance vs. fragment size), the points for calibrated material series 
would have to be posted for their respective d-max sizes. The first step therefore consists of rewriting formula (1) for un-
calibrated material (now regarded as a special case of calibrated material, only with a small value of g'(r) corresponding to 
a very large value of ratio r), to make g' and d-max appear.  Remembering the introduction of g' 1:  

gd953 = g'(r) d-max3   (4) 

we get: 

Rel.Var. = c' fg'd-max3 (1/MS - 1/ML)  

with ' =   as the liberation factor has not changed.  So to elicit the desirable analytical form of a compatible model for ', 

all we need to do is transform our model ' =   = (d/d95)3-alpha using (4) to express it as a function of g' and d-max only: 

' = [ (g/g')1/3 d / d-max]3-alpha         (5) 

In this expression, of course, d95 has become irrelevant and has disappeared and g is equal to 0.25, while g'(r), for any 
given lot of closely sieved material, is given by the following equations1: 

r = d-max/d-min 

R =  3 LN(r) / LN(2) 

g' = (1.5 - 1/2R-1 + 1/2R+1 ) / R 

Equation (5) is the propagation to ' of our classical model for . 

The problems 
But equation (5) show a serious methodology problem for heterogeneity testing: while the quantity to calibrate (3) when 
using only uncalibrated material depends only on d95 for each experimental point, the formula to be calibrated after proper 
modification of the primary variance (i.e.:  [ (g/g')1/3 d / d-max]3-alpha d-max3) depends not only on d-max, but also on ratio r 
through g'. This normally preclude such an exercise, as every point on the calibration graph, having a different g', will cor-
respond to a different formula.  Unless of course in (3), we ensure a constant value of g' for all series, i.e. using screen 
with sizes in geometric progression.  But even then, the question arises whether the model-fitting graph could rigorously 
accommodate both uncalibrated and calibrated material. 

The practice 
Formulas (2) and (5) are all we need to reasonably control the variance of the FSE in calibrated material.  In order to effec-
tively do so, remains to perform heterogeneity testing to experimentally infer the parameters d and alpha in (5). 

The proper use of calibrated material to this end prescribes the screens used should have sizes in geometric progres-
sion.  This does not have to be very strictly done.  The important is to make sure the d-max sizes used will be uniformly 
distributed in good approximation along the logarithmic X axis, which anyway would be highly desirable for a good infer-
ence of the linear model fitted to the corresponding experimental points.  The screen sizes will then automatically be in an 
approximate and good enough geometric progression. 

When this is done, the factor (g/g')1/3 in (5) will vary little, usually between 0.75 and 0.95 with an average close to 0.85.  
These small variations from series to series will only increase a little the general and normally expected scattering of the 
experimental data, while the fitted line will reflect the average value of that not rigorously constant factor.  Of course the 
more accurate the geometric progression, the better.   The model fitted to the graph above liberation size will be a straight 
line of slope alpha and intercept log[ (g/g')1/3 d]3-alpha at d-max = 1 unit. 

In the older, sample-tree method, uncalibrated material was sampled at different d95 comminution nominal sizes.  The 
line fitted above liberation size to the points reflected the model =(d/d95)3-alpha.  The fitting line had an intercept worth 

log[d3-alpha] at d95 = 1 unit, different from that of calibrated material by an additive term (1 - alpha/3)log(g/g'). 
When adding experimental points from uncalibrated material sampling to a fitting graph showing points from calibrated 

material, these can be posted at their d95 sizes, after dividing the variance by g and other terms.  The posting and fitting 
being interactive, it is not difficult then to multiply the posted variance by a factor equal to (g/g')1-alpha/3  to ensure compati-
bility with the calibrated material. The value of g/g' is for the calibrated portion of the data, and this correction is important:  
If this step is omitted, on average, there will be an error factor in the order of magnitude of 23% on the variances posted 
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for the uncalibrated material, which may or may not be a problem for the final fitting result. 
Indeed, these errors, and, more generally, the normal experimental data scattering in these calculations, are generally 

quite dampened by a good handling of a few outliers anyway. This handling is originally necessary to eliminate or lessen, 
as much as possible, impossible order relations between experimental variances: indeed, the 'real' curve to which a line is 
fitted is supposed to be a non-decreasing function of fragment size. 

Conclusion 
Based on the usual liberation factor model for uncalibrated material, we have established a formal model of liberation fac-
tor that can be used for controlling the sampling variance in "closely sieved" material (i.e. calibrated), which constitutes a 
huge step ahead of Gy's legacy about the g'(r) alternate factor.  Let us recall that in this expression, 'closely sieved materi-
al' is a reference to the terminology in Gy's study of the g' granulometric factor, but the two screens can actually be of 
largely different sizes without negative effects on the accuracy of the results. 

This study also provided a rigorous methodology to use calibrated material (i.e. successive size fractions) for heteroge-
neity testing, and for the addition of uncalibrated material on the same model-fitting graph, even though these operations 
are quite safe and forgiving. 
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